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INTRODUCTION
“It’s vital to remove any barriers to attending and making theatre and we are excited to welcome first-timers,
students and young theatre-makers. No one should feel that theatre isn’t for them.” 		
Rupert Goold – Artistic Director of the Almeida Theatre
Under the leadership of Artistic Director Rupert Goold, the focus of the Almeida is to make brave new work that asks
big questions: of plays, of theatre and of the world around us. That work can take the form of radical reinventions of
classic works, timely revivals, or exciting new plays. Our commitment to nurturing emerging artists, widening our
audiences, and to presenting work in new and innovative ways means that our voice resonates well beyond the four
walls of our theatre.
In the last year at the Almeida Theatre:
•

In 2016, we were named The Stage newspaper’s ‘London Theatre of The Year’.

•

In 2015/16, 342,000 people saw our work at the Almeida, in the West End, on Broadway, and on tour. Recent
transfers to the West End have included King Charles III, Ghosts, Oresteia, 1984 and Hamlet.

•

Our cinema broadcast of Richard III was seen by 50,000 people internationally and BBC2’s adaptation of King
Charles III was watched by 2.1 million people.

•

Our Hamlet for Free festival made more than 1,000 free tickets available for under 25s. 2,260 young people
participated in a week-long programme of events and workshops, 69% of whom had not visited the Almeida
before.

•

Our major digital project, Figures of Speech, has placed us at the forefront of the cultural conversation, with a
timely exploration of leadership and rhetoric. The project has reached over 650,000 people on Almeida social
media channels alone and had impressions on Twitter in excess of 110 million.

Our diverse and critically-acclaimed programme of productions provides the spring board for the Almeida’s
exciting Participation programme. This programme brings together schools, young people and the wider
community in projects that encourage involvement with the theatre, deepen understanding, and inspire creativity.
Almeida Participation aims to give young people access to some of the most exciting artists working in the industry
today and to inspire the audiences and theatre-makers of the future. We want young people to ask questions
about plays, about theatre and about the world that they live in so that they can become artists in their own right,
and become audiences with a critical voice and high expectations. We want to give children, young people and
community groups a voice, particularly those who aren’t normally heard.
Our work is divided into three strands: Young Artists, Young Audiences and Community.
Our Young Artists programme gives young people opportunities to create theatre through regular groups whether
that is through our Young Company, our Almeida Academy for 5-14 year olds, our Young Producers group, our
extensive Schools Programme or one of our many projects for young writers and directors.
Our Young Audiences programme allows young people to access tickets for £5 or sometimes for free, to be part of
a Young Critics group or to take part in one of our Answers Back panel events where young people debate topics
raised by the play.
Our Community programme aims to give people of all ages opportunities to participate in creative projects and
have their voices heard. Projects respond to the plays on the stage, enabling communities to contribute to the
debate raised in the work, and to tell their own stories in response.
All of our projects are free to participants (with the exception of Almeida Academy which has bursary places
available in each age group) and we offer travel and food bursaries for all of our projects in order to remove any
barriers that might exist for young people to participate.
In 2016/17, we reached a total of 6,140 young people through the work of Almeida Participation.
This report provides an overview of Almeida Participation’s activity during the 2016/17 financial year.

YOUNG ARTISTS
We seek pathways for all young people who work with us, tracking and supporting their development and
supporting them in their journey to becoming emerging artists in the industry.
Our Young Artists programme consists of two Young Company groups, our Almeida Academy for 5-14 year olds, our
Young Producers group, our extensive Schools Programme and our many projects for young writers and directors.
Our ambition is to make the highest quality work, creating profile and national attention for work created for and
with young people, ensuring that they represent the diverse demographic of the local area. We are committed
to recruiting at least 70% of all of our young artists from our local boroughs (Islington, Hackney, Haringey, Tower
Hamlets and Camden) in order to provide opportunities for local young people and to properly represent the
demographic of our area.
The following work took place in 2016/17 as part of our Young Artists strand.
Young Company
Formed in September 2016, the Young Company consisted of forty young theatre makers across two groups of
14–18 year olds and 18–25 year olds. Meeting across the academic year they explored acting, writing and devising
through weekly workshops.
The Young Company creates work that is inspired by the world around them. They develop their creative skills
through weekly workshops leading towards devised performances. In summer 2016 the Young Company devised a
piece of work entitled From the Ground Up alongside Joeri Smet, a founding member of Belgian theatre collective
Ontroerend Goed. Every element of this original immersive production was worked on in collaboration with the
Young Company.
From the Ground Up (2016)
From the Ground Up was an immersive production that examined how young people feel about politics and
the binary choices they feel forced to make. Developed entirely by young people aged 16 –25, this bold new
production was presented in The Ditch at Shoreditch Town Hall from 4 – 6 August 2016. The project was conceived
by the Almeida’s Creative Board who also took specific roles for the production including Assistant Director,
Assistant Dramaturg, Recruitment Co-ordinator, Marketing Co-ordinator and Production Co-ordinator.
•

13 young performers

•

Five technical trainees in sound, lighting and stage management, each mentored by professionals in these
three areas

•

431 people watched From the Ground Up over eight performances.

“…we all connected with each other, picked each other up when one needed help, fell out maybe... but it’s what
happens when you consider everyone as “family”. I felt like I had new brothers, sisters, father figures and mother
figures....each one holds a special place in my heart and memory!”
Jely Kikamba, From the Ground Up Participant
“…From the Ground Up may let you, the audience, dictate the show, but it constantly reminds you that every choice
you make, every choice which defines your identity, is public.”
Sami Ibrahim, Assistant Dramaturg and member of the Creative Board in WhatsOnStage.
“I loved the project so much - I felt challenged, I had fun and I learnt loads. I felt the whole Almeida team were so
dedicated to the work and made every individual feel valued - which really added to the whole experience.”
Rhianna Moritz, From the Ground Up Participant

The Young Company perform From the Ground Up at Shoreditch Town Hall, 4 – 6 August 2016.
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Young Producers
Previously known as the Creative Board, the Young Producers is a streamlined programme that focuses solely on
producing skills. In 2016, our first Young Producers group was made up of nine young people aged 16 – 24. During
this time, the group participated in work that encouraged learning about producing alongside gaining experience
in planning their own creative projects and shows for other young people to participate in.
The Young Producers attended weekly workshops from visiting industry professionals, including producer of
Theatre503 and founder of A Younger Theatre, Jake Orr. Young Producers were also given access to the executive
teams at the Almeida, including sessions with Artistic Director Rupert Goold and Executive Director, Denise Wood.
Young Producers curated two debate events, working closely with the Participation Producer to curate and create Answers
Back. Answers Back panel discussions were discussions around our production Boy in May 2016 and Hoe or No which
accompanied Mary Stuart in January 2017. More information on Answers Back can be found further in this report.
Young Critics
In October 2016 we created our first Young Critics group. This pilot group was made up of nine young people aged
17 – 24 who worked with us for seven months to produce critiques of theatre both here at the Almeida and across
London. As well as the opportunity to watch a huge variety of theatre, they also developed the skills to engage with
the work produced on stage more rigorously.
They explored different journalistic styles such as formal written reviews, podcasts, blogging and filmed interviews
in order to capture their responses. The Young Critics saw a total of 10 shows during their time with us, amounting
to 90 free tickets that we were able to provide for this group.
The Young Critics have decided to continue on their group independently, meeting up once a month to use space
at the Almeida to record their responses to productions they’ve booked to watch independently.

Members of the Almeida Academy performing in We Know Best on 3 July 2016.
Photo: Ellie Kurtz

Almeida Academy
The Almeida Academy is a programme of Saturday drama classes for children and young people aged 5 – 14. Run
by industry professionals the Academy gives children and young people the opportunity to experiment with their
creativity, build confidence, develop talent, and most importantly, have fun.
On 3 July 2016, the Academy presented We Know Best: a small human’s guide to big human problems, an
interactive production devised by the group.
This interactive production was created by the Academy groups and set up a mock conference in “Childology”
where Academy members led workshops for their parents, performing “keynote speeches”. We Know Best
explored curiosity, the art of growing up and was designed to provoke us to consider what we can learn from
children and young people.
•

46 young performers

•

157 people watched the show over two performances

“We Know Best was such a fantastic experience, re-invigorating my belief in young people’s ability to do anything
and run a whole complicated show. Amazing!”
Academy Parent

Schools
Our Schools Programme includes partnerships with schools in Islington, Hackney, Walthamstow and Haringey
providing subsidised tickets, workshops, teachers’ evenings and work experience. Our schools programme is
designed to ignite and feed a curiosity about theatre and performance.
In the 2016/2017 financial year, our Schools programme engaged with 3,680 young people as follows:
•

9 partner secondary schools

•

Issued more than 2,155 subsidised tickets to non-partner schools (£25 subsidised rate)

•

Provided 1,035 free tickets for partner schools

•

Engaged with over 69 students through our Reimagining projects in partner schools

•

Engaged with 162 young people through bespoke skills-based workshops which used practical exercises to
explore theatre making.

•

Delivered 12 workshops to 259 participants across a series of introductory pre-show and critical response postshow workshops, in response to Almeida shows.

Schools Partnerships
Through our School Partnership programme, Almeida Participation tailors a creative programme of theatre
and classroom-based activity for each school, responding to the students’ academic and creative needs which
culminate in performances on the Almeida stage. In 2016/2017, 18 practitioners across different disciplines worked
across in schools across the partnership programme.
In 2016 / 2017, partner schools were:
•

City and Islington College

•

Clapton Girls’ Academy

•

Fortismere School

•

Hackney Community College

•

Highbury Fields School

•

Highbury Grove School

•

Mount Carmel RC Technology College

•

St Mary Magdalene Academy

•

Walthamstow School for Girls

Reimagining’s
Reimagining’s provide partner schools with a term- long devising and performance project linked to an Almeida
show. Students work with one lead and one supporting theatre-maker (such as director or writer) to create a short
5 –10 minute performance in response to a given stimulus drawn from the themes or theatrical form of the chosen
production. The final performance is presented on the Almeida stage for an invited audience.
Reimagining Richard III
In the summer of 2016, director Jessica Edwards and writer Sam H. Freeman collaborated with 52 students from
City and Islington Sixth Form College over ten workshops to create a contemporary response to Rupert Goold’s
production of Shakespeare’s Richard III.
Haters Make You Famous explored the central question – how far would you go for power? This bold and dynamic
performance revealed stories that ranged from the personal to the political and which provocatively examined the
mass appeal of charismatic, persuasive individuals.
Reimagining Mary Stuart
Inspired by Mary Stuart, and exploring the theme of political power, eight Year 12 students from Clapton Girls’
Academy worked together over eight sessions throughout the autumn term to create a new piece of devised
theatre: When I am Queen.
Director Elayce Ismail led weekly rehearsals with the cast, sharing stories of powerful women who have fought
for change in society. They played with excerpts from Friedrich Schiller’s original text of Mary Stuart to develop
characters and situations and used images of powerful women as a starting point for exploring how clothing can be
a symbol of power.

Students from Clapton Girls’ Academy perform their Reimagining, When I Am Queen, in response to Mary Stuart on the Almeida stage.
Photo: Peter Schiazza

The cast grappled with timely questions such as: What makes someone powerful? How is power given to and taken
away from leaders? And, what responsibilities come with being in power?
When I am Queen was a theatrical journey through an imagined, modern-day princess’ life as she prepares to be
crowned Queen, surrounded by public pressure, paparazzi and a host of palace advisers. The sound design was
delivered by sound designer Alexandra Fay Braithwaite.
Reimagining Hamlet
10 students from Mount Carmel Catholic School for Girls joined together to create their own revolution in the
theatre in response to the Almeida’s production of Hamlet.
Inspired by political movements, How to Create a Revolution explored what happens if we take action, and challenge
the problems we face in our world. What will we be up against? How much control will we really have? How to Create
a Revolution was an interactive show created over eight lessons led by director Cheryl Gallacher and sound designer
Elena Peña.

YOUNG AUDIENCES
Our Young Audiences programme encourages independent theatre going amongst young people, giving a voice
to those who may not feel they are being heard. Introduced in 2016, this new strand of work was developed with
the aim to provide accessible opportunities for young people to see our work and to engage in meaningful dialogue
with us. We want to encourage critical thinking, debate and dialogue.
£5 Tickets
In 2016, building on a previous scheme, we launched a new £5 ticket deal for under 25’s selling a total of 1124
tickets at this highly subsidised rate (usual ticket price £38). Its success has been significant and we are now
planning to increase the number of tickets available in 2017. In addition we provide free tickets to those young
people who are engaged in participatory projects with us, and target groups per show.
Answers Back
In 2016 we introduced Answers Back – an opportunity for a young panel to identify, explore and discuss issues
important to them inspired by Almeida Theatre productions. Our first Answers Back saw us form a panel of five
young people who debated the issues they wanted people to hear about. The participants were recruited from five
different organisations who had established relationships with young people.
Over five weekly workshops the young people worked with theatre maker Abigail Graham deepening their
investigation of their chosen subjects and receiving training in public speaking. The young people were supported
to confidently and fully articulate the issues important to them. The panel discussion took place on the Almeida
Stage on 5 May 2016, followed by a performance of Boy. In addition to this, we offered an allocation of 40 tickets
for each young person to give to their peers who do not regularly attend theatre, as a way of empowering young
people to participate as part of the Almeida audience.
Our second Answers Back panel event on 19 January 2017 was run by the Young Producers. Young Producer
Joanna Woznicka co-chaired with Director of Participation Dani Parr. Joanna then went on to chair her own event in
the Hamlet for Free festival in 2017. All four panellists were recruited from local schools. The event responded to the
themes of Mary Stuart with the panel debate exploring female sexuality and “slut shaming”. The event was attended
by 234 local young people.
“I really think it is important as a young person to meet and connect with other young people outside of your immediate
social circle. Answers Back gave me the perfect platform to do this, whilst also doing it about a topic that I enjoy.”
Answers Back Participant

Members of Arsenal in the Community’s programme at the Almeida Theatre for Play On, May 2016.

COMMUNITY
Our Community Projects are one-off projects which are born out of a response to our work. Through these projects,
we want to enable our local communities to contribute to the debate raised in our work and to tell their own stories
in response.

Play On
Play On was a community performance project which culminated through a partnership between Arsenal in the
Community and the Almeida Theatre, inspired by the Almeida’s production Boy.
Boy followed 17-year-old Liam, disconnected and isolated from society, as he attempts to navigate his way across
austerity-era London and through life.
Motivated by Boy, we wanted to create a programme of work to engage young people who have never previously
engaged with our work, or with theatre before. Led by Almeida Participation, we commissioned four playwrights
to work with 40 young people involved in Arsenal in the Community’s youth programmes to create Play On – a
playwriting project inspired by the themes and issues in the play. Play On was performed on the Almeida stage by
professional actors before performances of Boy.
Play On offered local young people access to participate in and experience a different and exciting part of their
community completely new to them, as well as a chance to express their voice in an environment of support and respect.
We wanted to task 40 young people from Islington who had previously not been involved in theatre to work with
four professional playwrights to create monologues and short plays about what is most important to them. We
commissioned Boy playwright Leo Butler, Steven Camden (aka Polarbear), Charlotte Josephine and Somalia
Seaton to work with the four groups of 10 young people to develop new plays and monologues to be performed on

the Almeida stage by professional actors Alex Austin, Michael Ajao, Sope Dirisu, Lauren La Rocque, Clare Perkins,
Raphael Sowole and Tafline Steen.
Through the workshops, the young people were mentored by each of the writers and given the opportunity to work
collaboratively in a supported environment to develop self-expression and create stories in their own voice. The
resulting monologues and short plays were inspired not only by Boy but also focussed on what is most important to
these young people today.
We also created a documentary about the project which can be seen on the Almeida website; search ‘Play On’ at
almeida.co.uk/explore

2066
2066 was a community writing project and short play that was created from a series of workshops both at the
Almeida and at Holloway Community Centre, engaging with 35 women aged 17 – 97 from the local community
of Islington and surrounding boroughs. In these workshops the women responded to the Almeida Theatre’s
production of Oil by Ella Hickson and explored what it means to them to be a mother or a daughter.
Writer Sonali Bhattacharya and Director Dani Parr used the material gained from the discussions in these workshops
to create a 30 minute scripted performance called 2066. This was performed by Sophie Melville and Sarah Goddard
on the set of Oil to a total of 256 audience members.
“The opportunity to explore during the workshops with other mothers and daughters was an empowering
experience which highlighted the importance of groups of women coming together and how they can enrich each
other’s creativity.”
Victoria Arter-Furlong, 2066 participant

Lauren La Rocque, Tafline Steen and Michael Ajao performing Play On on the Almeida stage in May 2016.
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